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1

R

esearch shows a strong link
between the happiness of
agents and the happiness
of customers. A well-designed,
modern workforce management
solution keeps agents engaged,
eases the completion of tasks –
both simple and complex – and
improves productivity.
Aspect recently commissioned
Pelorus Associates to conduct
a survey on the impact of the
agent experience. Following are
stats from the research along
with insights and tips for your
business.
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Happy Agents, Happy Customers

82%

of contact center professionals
who say their agents are satisfied
or very satisfied also report putting
a strong emphasis on maintaining
and building strong customer
satisfaction and loyalty.

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience
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1 in 6

Only
contact
center managers believe that
customer service agents are
very satisfied in their jobs.
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87%

Yet
of them say agents
would be more satisfied if they
could use software that had the
look and feel of the consumer
technologies they use every day
outside of work.

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience
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Great user
experiences are
in the palms of
our hands every
INSIGHT
day. The bar is set
high by the likes
of Apple, Microsoft and Google
− the challenge is for enterprise
application software to catch up.
In the meantime, an increasingly
Millennial workforce is frustrated
by systems that lack the familiar,
intuitive interfaces they use in
their personal lives. When your
employees come to work, they
expect to see the same simple,
graphical user interface they enjoy
on their smartphones.
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Look & Feel

92%

of all contact center leaders
− from executive officers
to managers − feel that
an engaging look and feel
improves agent satisfaction.

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience
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Better Software, Better Agents
Contact center directors and managers
overwhelmingly believe that a better software
user interface can improve agent performance
across the board.

54% believe it improves agent retention
82% say it improves the agent experience
74% believe it improves agent morale
87% feel it improves agent productivity
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Providing a
user-focused
interface removes
technology barriers
INSIGHT
and complexities
that frustrate
agents and the customers they are
serving. With easy-to-understand
graphical icons, widgets and
customizable dashboards, agents
can understand key performance
details at a glance, and navigate
to the information and programs
they need more quickly. In essence,
agents can customize their
experience to reflect how they work
best, allowing them to accomplish
their tasks with fewer clicks, fewer
errors and in less time.
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Personalization

89%

of all contact center management thinks
that the ability to personalize the user
interface is desirable/essential for agents
to provide a better customer experience.

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience
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Look for workforce tools with
customizable dashboards:

TIP
The most meaningful data is immediately
available to the user

Navigation between menus is fast and
intuitive

Menu selections not applicable to the current
user are hidden
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One of the things
we took to heart
when we opened
the center is that if
we can appreciate
our employees and
build relationships with them, then
they will provide great service to
our customers. Aspect’s technology
gives us the tools to show our
employees that they are important
to our business and empower
them to do what is right for the
customer.”
—Red Roof Inn
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Far and away, contact center management
believes that a better software experience leads
to a better customer experience.

83% believe a better UI can reduce handle time
74%

say a better UI can improve the customer
experience

74% say a better UI can improve error rates
70% think a better UI can improve agent effectiveness
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INSIGHT
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It’s ironic that workforce optimization systems,
which are designed to get the most out of the
workforce, are themselves a barrier to productivity
because they are so hard to use. Consider the
negative effects of poorly designed agent and
supervisor user experiences:

•

Underutilization of powerful but complex workforce
optimization features

•

Poor productivity

•

Lengthy and expensive training

•

Decreased agent performance

•

High operating costs

•

Low employee morale

•

Lower quality scores

•

Reduced customer satisfaction

•

Slow service

•

Generally diminished results in all of the areas that
workforce optimization systems are designed to improve

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience
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Mobility is Also Key
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70%

of executive officers think
that access to contact center
software from mobile devices is
important for improving agent
effectiveness

73%

believe mobile access is
important to improve agent
satisfaction

75%

say mobility is needed for
agents to provide a better
customer experience

LEARN MORE at www.aspect.com/WFM-agent-experience

Empower agents
with mobile
and web-based
self-service to
free supervisors
TIP
from routine
approvals and schedule exception
management. Modern solutions
can enable schedule trades,
sequential shift bidding between
two or more agents, time-off
requests, vacation balance
checking and more – all from an
intuitive interface that engages
users in their work.
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In the world of
social media and
a workforce that
requires instant
information, an
interactive user
interface is critical for optimal
performance. Associates are selfreliant and want to do it themselves.
If companies don’t start investing in
improved agent tools, they will have
a difficult time retaining employees.“
—Debbie Davis-Greene, Managing
Director–Operations, Trase Miller

There’s a huge opportunity to use better technology to
improve the agent experience, and by implication, the
customer experience.

Easy access to the contact center from mobile
devices is a “must” if you want to ensure that
both your agents and your customers are
satisfied
The user experience of many contact center
software tools is outdated and out of touch

A modernized, personalized contact center
software user interface can improve many
important agent KPIs, especially morale and
productivity
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Aspect’s Agent Experience Initiative
With the contact center increasingly
becoming the focal point for all
channels of customer communication,
Aspect made a strategic and financial
commitment to completely re-architect
and tightly integrate the three primary
components of the Aspect EQ™
Workforce Optimization™ suite. As part
of this redesign, we radically improved
our existing user interface, giving it
a look and feel and usability that is a
quantum leap ahead of any of the other
offerings in the WFO industry.

Given the economies of scale
associated with hundreds or
thousands of agents, even small
improvements in often-used
software tools can mean big
gains for the enterprise.

The Aspect EQ Workforce Optimization suite incorporates a common, graphical, icon
and widget-based user interface that makes historically complex workforce planning
actions a snap. By removing this technology barrier, Aspect is enhancing the work lives
of millions of agents and empowering them to be better at what they do all day long.
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Aspect ensures
a better agent
experience
through simple
and intuitive
agent user
interfaces and
flexible mobility
tools.
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Empower Your Agents
Take your agents’ performance to the
next level by providing an intuitive
toolset designed for today’s modern
contact center workforce.
Discover what a better agent
experience can mean for your
customer satisfaction ratings, business
efficiency and overall bottom line.

LEARN more at:
www.aspect.com/
WFM-agent-experience
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